Reduce for Good Use
Donate to the Trenton Area Rescue Mission

Do you have extra clothes, electronics, furniture, or other items that you don't want to lug home after finals? Please donate it to the Rescue Mission of Trenton!!! Let's reuse, reduce, and recycle to be good to our planet and the also patrons in Trenton!

Reduce for Good Use is an annual event in order to eliminate waste on campus and donate to a good cause. Donation pick-ups will be on a request basis. We can also arrange a drop off to the Bonner Institute in Forcina Hall.

Donate at The Locations Below May 14,15,18,and 19th 11a-5p

- **Triangle** = Rescue Mission Truck
- **Circle** = Bonner Van
- **Square** = Box in main lobby of Residence hall

Or call the Bonner Center for a pick up (preferably large items for pickup)
609-771-2573